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As power electronic systems (PESs) continue to incorporate complex intra-system 
communication, understanding and characterizing this communication has become a complex 
task. Knowing how a system’s communication will behave is vital to ensuring proper operation 
of these systems. This thesis proposes and outlines a communication testbed that streamlines the 
development and testing of the communications between the components of a PES, and further 
presents the characterization of certain communication protocols that are utilized in these multi-
agent PESs. These communication protocols include MQTT, Modbus, and User Datagram 
Protocol (UDP). Understanding the different behaviors of these protocols is paramount for the 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
The modern power grid shows a large shift in its operation characteristics as more power 
electronic systems (PESs) are incorporated into this electric network. It is predicted that by 2030, 
80% of power generated will flow through some form of power electronics [1]. As these systems 
see more widespread adoption, their operation and interconnection become increasingly 
advanced and complex. Traditional communication implementations give way to modern 
communication designs that take full advantage of the available data and computational power 
widely available today. 
1.1 Power Electronic Systems 
A PES can be defined as an electrical system that utilizes power electronic devices. 
Examples of PESs include energy storage systems (ESSs), energy management systems, power 
quality systems, etc. Traditionally, the communication utilized by these systems have been 
industry accepted standards. These standards include the distributed network protocol (DNP) 
commonly implemented by utility supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. 
This standard is widespread and easily scalable [2]. However, this is a centralized 
communication protocol, and decentralized communication implementations are of critical 
importance for the future development of these systems [3].  
1.1.1 PES Overview 
A PES can incorporate numerous different components. The main component of a PES is 
the power electronic converter (PEC). A PEC uses a solid-state device to control and convert 
electric power from one form to another [4]. In general, these converters can be classified into 
four different categories: DC-DC converter, AC-DC converter (rectifier), DC-AC converter 
(inverter), and AC-AC converter (cycloconverters). A PES can contain multiple power electronic 
converters. 
 The additional components in a PES vary widely depending on the system’s purpose and 
application. These components include renewable energy generation, batteries, SCADA 




residential ESS consists of batteries, renewable generation such as solar, and a grid-tied inverter. 
A block diagram of the electrical connections of this typical  residential ESS is shown in Figure 
1.1.  
Each component, or subsystem, in the ESS has a specified task or set of tasks that it is 
responsible for accomplishing. The DC-DC converter that connects the solar panels to the DC 
bus regulates the power that the solar panels produce through maximum power point tracking 
(MPPT). The power produced by the solar panels varies with the voltage across them; therefore, 
the DC-DC converter is needed to control this voltage, and therefore control the power produced. 
The battery bank interfaces with the DC bus through a DC-DC converter. This converter is 
responsible for charging and discharging the batteries and regulating the voltage of the batteries 
and DC bus. The inverter is needed to interface the DC bus with the AC power grid. It must be 
rated to handle the necessary amount of power and be compliant with IEEE Std 1547 [5]. This 
standard states that the inverter must be capable of actively regulating voltage, ride through 
abnormal voltage and frequency, and be capable of frequency response. A common method for 
controlling this type of system would a centralized intelligence unit tasked with telling each 
component how to behave [6]. 
1.1.2 Systems Become More Complex 
The simple system presented in Figure 1.1 requires communication coordination between 
its components for successful operation. As these systems increase in complexity, more 
components are incorporated to expand their functionality. These components include HVAC 
systems, utility interfaces for price signals, electric vehicle (EV) chargers, additional energy 
storage capacity, etc. Incorporation of these devices requires these PESs to be configurable, 
expandable, and open source. A single PES becomes a “system of systems,” which encourages 
the development and implementation of decentralized control schemes. Instead of having a 
single centralized controller, components have individual controllers that communicate with all 
other PES subsystems to find the component’s best operating conditions based on an overall 









































A modular, open source PES structure enables flexible system functionality. From a 
hardware perspective, it allows components to be replaced or upgraded as the owner sees fit. An  
inverter or battery management system (BMS) can simply be replaced or upgraded. Therefore, 
for modular PESs to be expandable and customizable, the communication methods used must be 
common and open source. PES with company-specific proprietary communication 
implementations, such as the Tesla Powerwall, have little capacity for expansion or upgrades 
without the involvement of the original manufacturer [7]. 
1.1.3 Agent-based Power Electronic Systems 
 One decentralized control approach for PESs is an agent-based control scheme. 
Multi‑agent systems consist of “agents” that have the capability to be reactive, proactive, and 
social. To be reactive, agents must demonstrate the ability to perceive the environment around 
them and react accordingly. To be proactive, they must demonstrate the ability to initialize and 
exhibit objective-directed behavior. Last, agents must be social by interacting with other agents 
or entities, such as humans [8]. Agent-based systems allow for multiple levels of software to be 
used to implement a decentralized architecture. A diagram of an agent-based ESS’s 
communication connection is shown in Figure 1.2. 
This control architecture offers many advantages for PESs. Each subsystem can be 
controlled by an agent and make the optimal decisions for its component. Data can easily be 
exchanged between the different components, and the reliance on central control is removed. It 
also allows for the easy addition of other devices that can provide the system additional data and 
capabilities. 
1.1.4 PES Communication Development 
 Communication development for a PES requires integrating software with multiple layers 
of communication and translation. When communication is established, this software must be 
integrated with hardware. This is a time-consuming process, even with tools such as hardware-
in-the-loop [2]. In order to expedite the development of PESs, a design tree is shown that 








FIGURE 1.2: DIAGRAM OF THE AGENT-BASED COMMUNICATION FLOW OF THE PES 


































1.2 Project Description 
In this thesis, a testbed for the design and development of modular PES networked 
communication is presented. The objective of this testbed is to enable the rapid development of 
intrasystem communication, as well as ease the complication of implementing, testing, and 
executing different PES communication implementations. This testbed provides an environment 
to develop and implement new communication strategies while also evaluating its security, 
latency, throughput, and reliability. 
1.3 Project Description 
In this thesis, a testbed for the design and development of modular PES networked 
communication is presented. The objective of this testbed is to enable the rapid development of 
intrasystem communication, as well as ease the complication of implementing, testing, and 
executing different PES communication implementations. This testbed provides an environment 
to develop new communication strategies while also evaluating its security, latency, throughput, 
and reliability.  
1.4 Challenges in Communication Development 
 Communication development presents numerous challenges that this testbed will address. 
Figure 1.3 shows a flow chart of the development of a PES. The first step involved is 
communications devolvement, which presents many factors that must be overcome before 
further system development. To begin with, the communication environment of an agent-based 
PES involves multiple communication nodes. Development of multiple pieces of software 
designed to communicate with one another cannot be tested on a single desktop computer due to 
the limited communication capability of “localhost,” which limits testing to a single network 
connection. The intent of this testbed is to provide a communication environment that closely 
emulates the multiple node environment implemented in a PES.  
Furthermore, communication development requires defining a communication schema. A 
communication schema defines how the data in a communication implementation is organized. 
The schema allows the devices to know where to publish and access data, such as measurements, 















Communications Development and Testing 
Step 2: 
Integration with Hardware Simulation 
Step 3: 
Integration with Hardware 
Step 4: 




PES communication development typically requires multiple iterations of schemas to be 
defined as the operation of the PES is refined. This testbed will allow for the rapid definition and 
testing of these schemas. 
Last, the testbed will enable quicker adoption of PES hardware. By emulating the PES 
communication, actual PES components, such as digital signal processors (DSPs), can be 
connected to the testbed equipment to ensure proper communication is taking place. 
1.4.1 Motivation for Communication Testing 
 The communication protocols chosen for PES communication affect the system’s 
operation. Different protocols have different latencies, messages per second, error rates, and 
throughputs. These factors are important to have quantified when developing the control for the 
PES. This testbed enables rapid quantification of communication characteristics. 
1.5 Overview 
 Due to the advancements in PES communications, the development of a testbed 
environment to develop and test PES communication is the objective of this thesis. Detailed is 
the background, development, and testing of PES communication  
Chapter 2 overviews the communication environment surrounding modern PESs. This 
includes detailing how systems communicate with their surroundings. It further examines the 
common communication protocols used within these systems. Last, it discusses other currently 
developed and implemented communication testbeds. 
Chapter 3 discusses the hardware utilized and software developed for the communications 
testbed. It details the testbed’s development and provides an overview of its operation.  
 Chapter 4 details the communications tests performed on the testbed. The results of these 
tests are shown. These tests are used to compare different PES communication implementations. 





Chapter 2: Literature Review 
The push for more advanced PES communication is largely due to the high rate of data 
utilization and exchange required by these systems. Therefore, in the following literature review, 
the communication environment of advanced PESs is explored. By understanding how these 
systems connect to themselves and the world around them, the push for increasingly complex 
intersystem and intrasystem communication is further understood, as well as the challenges 
involved in the development of these systems. 
The first topic covered are advanced PES’s communication with the outside world. The 
motivation and methodology behind an advanced PES with a high level of intersystem data 
exchange directly impacts how these systems are designed and implemented. This volume of 
data collected by these systems impacts their intrasystem operation. 
Next, the intrasystem communication of advanced PESs are reviewed. This includes 
detailing the communication between the components of an advanced PES, such as inverters, 
DC-DC converters, and intelligence interfaces. Common networked communication protocols 
are detailed, and their relation to the development of advanced PES is demonstrated. 
The last topic explored in this chapter is previous implementations of communication 
testbeds. The application and methodology of these testbeds are explored, with the purpose of 
better understanding the functionality of communication testbeds. Specifically, local-area-
network (LAN) testbeds with multiple nodes and a focus on communication research are 
explored.  
2.1 Advanced Power Electronic Systems 
 The trend with modern PES is to utilize the large amount of available data to optimize its 
functionality and to share its own data with the world around it. This push for high 
interoperability in PESs further pushes for the development of increasingly advanced PESs, 
leading to various implementations of intersystem and intrasystem communications that facilitate 
the sharing of data between devices. These devices include large utility SCADA systems that can 




give the ESS the ability to make decisions based on a user’s energy usage or economic goals. 
These high interoperability, advanced PES must be purpose built to have a high level of data 
exchange with the world around it.  
2.1.1 Internet of Things 
The Internet of Things (IoT)  is a networking concept that describes how physical objects 
communicate over the internet. Figure 2.1 shows some of these objects, or “things,” that produce 
and collect large amounts of data. Therefore, they need a framework for communication with one 
another [9]. The term “IoT” encompasses numerous different communication protocols and 
implementations that interconnect these devices. These protocols typically enable devices to 
publish and subscribe to data within a set environment. This data is routed through a gateway to 
be made available to all connected and compatible devices [10]. 
The IoT has played a large role in the development of advanced PESs. An IoT agent-
based implementation of a PES allows for easy data distribution between the system and the 
world around it. Ref. [11] presents an ESS that encompasses the system of systems approach. 
This ESS is shown in Figure 2.2. The BMS in this ESS receives information from more than 200 
industrial components with power meters and must make the appropriate control decision to 
reduce energy peaks in the industrial site, known as peak shaving. Timestamped data is saved 
using cloud storage, and this is used to forecast the energy needs and determine the system’s 
optimal control strategy. The IoT enables this system to communicate with weather and energy 
bill data, and therefore make the best decisions for the system to provide the owner with the best 
economic benefit. This system allowed Schneider Electric to save approximately $1000 a month 
on their utility bill.  
2.1.2 OpenFMB 
Open Field Message Bus (OpenFMB) is a framework for communications that uses the 
IoT publish/subscribe model. This framework is developed and owned by utility companies in 
the United States. The purpose of OpenFMB is to allow for decentralized communication on the 
power grid, which removes the need for a centralized control system and gives the utility grid 
































































Increased levels of data communication improve the grid’s level of reliability and 
resiliency [12]. This framework is typically used in smart grid and microgrid settings, but also 
has applications in energy storage systems. A control architecture utilizing OpenFMB and 
incorporating an energy storage system is presented in [12], with the architecture shown in 
Figure 2.3. 
2.1.3 IEC 61850 
IEC 61850 is a widely-used standard that defines a communication protocol used by 
intelligent electrical devices in power grid substations [13]. It defines a standard way to describe 
and properly access a power device’s data with the purpose of increasing interoperability 
between devices with different manufacturers [14]. It is designed to operate over TCP/IP ethernet 
and gives a larger degree of control than was previously available over serial based 
communication [13]. IEC 61850 provides complete, standardized, and self-describing object, as 
shown in Figure 2.4, that names for all the data it communicates. This makes communication 
between equipment of different manufacturers possible and facilitates possible plug-and-play 
functionality. 
Utilizing this existing method of communication in PESs provides the opportunity to 
create an advanced system that is compatible with existing IEC 61850 compatible hardware. This 
is demonstrated in [15], which models a standard communication protocol based on IEC 61850 
for a home energy management system. This model coordinates PV generation, EV charging, 
and loads of the home energy management system. The network is emulated in Netsim, and two 
nodes act as the IEC 61850 server and client. The IEC 61850  communication protocol is 
demonstrated in Figure 2.5. The server and client demonstrated successful messaging over this 
standard.  
Another example of this standard being utilized in a PES is demonstrated in [16]. The 
purpose of this PES is to slowly provide active and reactive power to support wind farms that are 
weakly connected to the power grid. Digital controllers emulating the wind turbines and other 
devices communicate with the IEC 61850 GOOSE Messaging protocol, with the device’s 











FIGURE 2.4: THE BREAKDOWN OF AN IEC 61850 OBJECT [13] 
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The data flow of an advanced PES is of importance during their design and development 
process. For systems to have seamless integration into the world around them, the necessary data 
exchange must be considered during the design process. Different frameworks have been 
developed that attempt to establish a generalized approach to the development of an ESS that 
takes advantage of the data available to it. Ref. [17] presents a method known as Model Driven 
Engineering, a method taken from the computer science domain. This method focuses on the 
necessary data flow in the operation of a PES. This data flow is visualized through a chart that 
maps its input, output, and progression. This approach’s goal is to design with the intent of high 
levels of data exchange, instead of designing a system that simply accounts for data exchange. 
An example of this approach is carried out in [18], where IEC 61850 models are modified to 
conform to IEC 61499 models. By looking at the necessary data flow, shown in Figure 2.7, from 
one standard to another, a different communication protocol was easily adapted.  
2.1.4 Plug-and-Play Standards 
To ease the process of deploying high interoperability PES, plug-and-play standards are 
required. These allow for manufacturers to incorporate standard, open-source communication 
implementations with which any PES can comply. They also specify standard schema, typically 
over a common standard such as Modbus, for the PES to adopt. In communications, a schema 
outlines how data is organized in a specific communication implementation. For example, one 
communication protocol, Modbus, uses registers to store data, such a measurement like voltage 
or current. Each register has an address. Knowing which registers correspond to which values 
and addresses is fundamental for communications. Plug-and-play standards define these 
schemas, which allows for other devices to interface with each other without the need for 
additional setup. 
These goals have been identified by many groups, such as Open Automatized Demand 
Response (OpenADR), who pursue a higher level of distributed energy resources (DER) 
integration through the use of plug-and-play standards [19]. It defines an OpenADR compliant 








































































Zigbee Smart Energy Profile 2.0 (SEP) is an application to enable users to provide data to 
different devices in a home. This standard is the successor to Zigbee Smart Energy 1.0. SEP is 
designed to operate in a home area network (HAN) [21]. A common application for SEP is 
allowing homeowners to monitor their electricity consumption from a smart device, such as a 
cell phone or laptop, with a SEP-compatible smart meter, as shown in the typical layout in Figure 
2.9. SEP could be utilized to create a high interoperability system inside a household and enable 
it to receive a large amount of data concerning the homeowner’s power consumption activities. 
Ref. [22] demonstrates the development of middleware to allow multiple devices using SEP 2.0 
to communicate with utilities and third parties about energy use. 
Sunspec is an alliance of over 100 industry partners who have the intent of creating 
plug‑and‑play standards for DER and reducing system implementation cost. Its communication 
application is shown in Figure 2.10.  It has many standards related to interoperability including 
Sunspec Modbus, Sunspec for IEEE 1547-2018, and others. Sunspec Modbus specifies Modbus 
schemas for intrasystem communication for ESSs. An example of an ESS that utilizes this is 
shown in [24]. This paper looks at the feasibility of Sunspec Modbus as a communication 
protocol, including the overall interoperability of the standard, and the cybersecurity nature of it. 
It concluded that Modbus is not a secure protocol, and that connection times could be an issue 
for this application. 
Another group working on the development of plug-and-play standards is the Modular 
Energy Storage Architecture (MESA) Standards Alliance. This group specifies a standard 
communication mapping for ESSs to communicate with utility companies through SCADA 
systems, and specifies Modbus mapping for ESS intrasystem communication [26]. MESA’s 
communication schemas are based on the Sunspec communication standards. MESA-ESS 
specifies how an ESS should interact with a utility SCADA system for control and data 
collection. MESA-Device defines how the different components internal to the ESS 
communicate with one another. MESA-Device has three subcategories with Modbus addressing: 
MESA-PCS for power conversion systems, MESA-Storage for energy storage devices such as 
batteries, and MESA-Meter for utility power meters. How these standards interconnect is shown 
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2.2 Power Electronic System Communication 
 As PESs become more advanced and complex, the communication method utilized by 
these systems impacts their operation. The latency, data reliability, and message rate of the 
communications affect the control schemes of each PES subsystem. In the following section, 
common communication protocols are overviewed. The two common types of communication 
utilized in agent-based systems are (1) agent-to-agent, also called “message bus,” 
communication and (2) agent-to-device communication. Protocols for both types of 
communications are presented and overviewed. 
 The type of communication presented in this section is LAN communication with 
ethernet as the communication medium. A LAN is defined as a network that is confined to 
limited physical space, and typically is completely owned and controlled by the entity that 
utilizes the network [27]. The IEEE standard concerning LANs is IEEE 802.1, which lays out the 
recommended architecture, security, and management for the network [28].  
2.2.1 VOLTTRON 
 For agent-based systems, a message bus protocol that can be utilized is VOLTTRON. 
Developed by PNNL, this is an agent-based environment that can be used to integrate data, 
devices, and systems [29]. A general layout of the architecture is shown in Figure 2.12.  The 
purpose of this platform is to provide an environment to enable communication between devices 
with differing and proprietary communication protocols. It also encourages a higher level of 
communication between the power grid and physical devices [30]. This was demonstrated by 
using VOLTTRON to coordinate household energy use, including coordinating EV charging 
with HVAC and a maximum energy consumption limit [31]. However, the VOLTTRON 
platform is not limited to building energy management and has been applied in microgrids and 
energy storage. Any communication or control issue that can be solved with an agent-based 
control platform can utilize VOLTTRON. 
 A multi-chemistry ESS with agent-based control is presented in [32]. Both the 
utility interface, and the transactive interface are agent-based, and this allows for multiple battery 



















Each battery is controlled by an energy storage module controller (ESMC) that contains 
five agents that in-turn control the BMS, the DC-DC converter, the optimizer, transactive 
interface, and the intelligence. The intelligence agent uses the optimal approach determined by 
the optimizer to make the final decisions for the ESMC’s behavior. The central system controller 
is also agent-based and has agents that control the grid-tied inverter, intelligence, optimizer, 
transactive interface, and utility interface. This system, shown in Figure 2.13, allowed for each 
ESMC to evaluate preference and bid for energy based on the main controller’s power request. 
2.2.2 MQTT 
 A common communication protocol utilized for IoT functionality is Message Queuing 
Telemetry Transport (MQTT). MQTT is officially adopted as a standard by OASIS [33]. This 
communication protocol is a lightweight, publish-subscribe protocol that allows devices to 
publish messages to a message bus, and categorize these messages by topics . Devices can also 
subscribe to these topics to receive the published message. MQTT utilizes a broker to handle the 
movement of the messages. This gives MQTT the advantage of being scalable, as new devices 
can be easily interfaced with the broker. It also creates a secure environment, as the broker can 
refuse connection to insecure devices. Because each MQTT device, or “client,” connects directly 
to the broker, the clients are unaware of each other’s IP addresses [34]. 
 MQTT has different options that allow it to be as reliable and secure as required by the 
user. The first security option included is username-password authentication. This requires each 
MQTT client to have a unique username and password to connect to the MQTT broker. If a 
device does not have valid credentials, the broker denies the client’s connection. The username 
and password can also be used to limit a client’s access to specific topics, allowing data within 
the system to be secure from different clients. MQTT also supports TSL/SSL encryption. This 
allows the data that is communicated through the MQTT broker to be encrypted with a “key” and 
for the clients to decrypt the data with the same key. When MQTT is unencrypted, the standard 
port utilized is 1883. When TSL/SSL encryption is used, the standard port utilized is 8883 [34]. 
For MQTT messages, there are three different levels of quality of service (QOS) that can be used 
[35]. These different levels are outlined in Table 2.1. The different QOS levels allows the PES 





Figure 2.13: COORDINATED COMMUNICATION AND BARTERING SYSTEM FOR ENERGY 





TABLE 2.1: THE DIFFERENT MQTT QOS LEVELS [35] 
QOS Description 
0 Message is sent, no delivery acknowledgment from broker 
1 Message is sent, delivery is acknowledged by broker 
2 
Message is sent, delivery is acknowledged by broker. If delivery is not 






 The final message bus communication protocol covered in this section is ZeroMQ (Zero 
Message Queuing). This communication protocol is a socket application programming interface 
(API) that uses multiple different communication patterns for the message flow between devices. 
These include “request-reply”, and “publish-subscribe.” Request-reply allows devices to request 
data from another device as the data is required. Publish-subscribe allows a device to receive 
data that it is subscribed to as the data is published by another connected device. Unlike MQTT, 
ZeroMQ does not require a dedicated broker, and the devices identify each other with IP 
addresses and ports [36]. 
 ZeroMQ has been used in multi-agent PES, as shown in [37]. In this system, ZeroMQ is 
used as the message bus protocol to facilitate communication between the converter, intelligence, 
battery management system, and interface agents. This allows the PES to be made of multiple 
different subsystems interacting with one another. Each agent serves as the interface between a 
subsystem and the message bus. Figure 2.14 shows the agent structure of the PES, along with the 
hardware and communication infrastructure. Figure 2.15 shown the agent communication.  
2.2.4 Modbus 
Developed in 1979 by Modicon (now Schneider Electric), Modbus is a free and open 
source communication protocol, not requiring royalties to be paid to Schneider. Due to this, 
along with its simple and straightforward format, Modbus has become an industry standard for 
equipment communication [38]. Modbus functions as a basic server-client communication 
protocol. A value is stored on the server in a register, which has a specific address. Both the 
client and the server can read and modify the value on the register. Figure 2.16 shows the frame 
structure of Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus RTU. Table 2.2 shows the typical register mapping and 
data types of the registers. While not required, certain ranges of registers are typically set aside 
for specific functions, such as read-only versus read-write, and data types, such as binary coils. 
Coils are the Modbus data type that only communicates “0” or “1” values, versus the 16-bit 
values of input and holding registers. Specifying these ranges allows values to be allocated as 
protected from changes by the client. For example, a BMS operating as a Modbus server needs to 






FIGURE 2.14: MULTI-AGENT PES UTILIZING ZEROMQ AS ITS MESSAGE BUS 


























Type Table Name 
1-9999 Read-Write Discrete Output Coils 
10001-19999 Read-Only Discrete Input Contacts 
30001-39999 Read-Only Analog Input Registers 
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Modbus has several different implementations. Two common implementations of 
Modbus are Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus RTU. The basic data structure of the communication is 
the same, however, the communication protocol is different. Modbus TCP/IP is typically 
transmitted over Ethernet using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet 
Protocol (IP). Modbus RTU typically is transmitted over a serial communication protocol, but 
can also be tranmitted over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) of the IP. Modbus over UDP 
frames are similar to Modbus RTU frames. 
For Modbus TCP/IP, an IP address and port number are required to establish a 
connection. The standard port for Modbus is 502. It should be noted that other Modbus standards 
can be used over serial communication, including Modbus ASCII. The packets are based on the 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange, which defines 256 different characters. 
There are multiple forms of serial communcation over which Modbus RTU and Modbus ASCII 
can be used, such as RS-232 or RS-485. 
2.2.5 User Datagram Protocol 
 UDP is a fundamental part of the Internet Protocol suite. It is a transport layer, like TCP. 
The UDP packet structure is shown in Figure 2.17. However, there are numerous differences 
between UDP and TCP. UDP does not require any handshaking between devices, which means 
that the delivery of information is not guaranteed. However, this lack of handshaking and 
information checking enables UDP to be a faster method of intrasystem communication as 
compared to TCP.  
 Since UDP is a transport layer, it is open to using numerous different protocols. For 
example, Modbus can be implemented over UDP, in a form known as Modbus over UDP. It also 
allows custom protocols to be easily implemented with concern for handshaking or data 
checking. Python has a library called socket, which allows the user to create a network socket. 
The type of socket that is used by UDP is called a datagram socket. These sockets can be used to 
send UDP packets for peer-to-peer communication. This UDP communication is a stream of 
bytes, which are encoded on the sending side of the communication and decoded on the 
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2.3 Communication Testbeds 
This section covers previously implemented communication testbeds. The purpose of this 
is to explore how these testbeds are implemented, what network architecture they consist of, and 
the types of communication tested. In general, this review is limited to testbeds with LAN 
implementations, as opposed to wide-area-network (WAN) or serial communication such as 
RS‑232 or RS-485. LANs are important in PES intrasystem communication, as most of the 
modern communication protocols are implemented over them. Also, the reviewed testbeds 
mainly consist of single-board computers with low processing power as nodes. These types of 
devices are advantageous for the development and deployment of PESs due to their versatility 
and low cost. 
2.3.1 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Testbed for Research and Education 
 SCADA systems are used for the control and monitoring of many industrial control 
systems (ICS). These systems are used extensively in power grid operations. These systems 
typically utilize network communication, as SCADA systems are intended to be used remotely. 
These systems have a variety of communication protocols used, including Modbus. Due to 
SCADA systems use in industrial applications, they are a target for cyber-attacks.  
 A testbed with a custom SCADA implementation, shown in Figure 2.18, is presented in 
[38]. The purpose of this testbed is to assess Modbus-based SCADA system cyber vulnerability. 
Modbus TCP/IP is a common and easy to implement communication protocol due to its 
simplicity and open-source availability; however, it has numerous inherent security issues. These 
include a lack of authentication between devices, no privilege management, and no data 
encryption. Because of this, any malicious device on the SCADA network can read or write any 
data on the system. This poses a security risk for Modbus-based SCADA systems. 
 This testbed is designed to emulate a real SCADA system. It contains a Human Machine 
Interface (HMI) that communicates with a Programable Logic Controller (PLC). These PLCs 
control two modeled systems, a nuclear power plant and a train. The user can use the HMI to 
control various functions on the testbed, such as turning on and off the power plant, and 









FIGURE 2.18: THE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE OF THE SCADA TEST WITH THE 








 The demonstration of cyber-attacks on this testbed are shown in [41]. Different tools are 
used to analyze and attack the network. Wireshark is used to see TCP/IP packets, Ettercap is 
used to execute man-in-the-middle attacks, and Metasploit is a penetration tool that allows users 
to find, exploit, and validate cyber vulnerabilities. In the attacks performed, the IP addresses and 
MACs are found with network scanning tools, and the data can be read as well. Modbus’s lack of 
encryption allows for the plain text values to be viewed by an attacker.  
Three different attacks were executed on this testbed. They were data manipulation, man-
in-the-middle, and denial of service attacks. During each of these attacks, the operation of the 
test was disastrously interrupted, or changed without the user being able to regain control. 
2.3.2 Development of a Smart-Grid Cyber-Physical Systems Testbed 
 As power systems become more complex, their controls become more sophisticated. The 
devices in these smart grids utilize more and more information to make their control decisions. 
Understanding these cyber interactions is important for the deployment of these systems. In [42], 
a testbed, shown in Figure 2.19, is presented to evaluate these different control technologies 
through the use of real-time simulations and a controller hardware-in-the-loop setup. 
 This testbed uses a real-time simulator (RTS) to simulate the power grid. This real-time 
simulator provides a realistic simulation of the power grid, making the testbed simulation of the 
cyber system more accurate. The testbed also has six Versalogic Corporation “Mamba” board 
computers, and one Technologic Systems TS-7800 board computer. The Mamba board allows 
for fast prototyping, while the TS-7800, with its lower computational power, represents the 
expected processing platform of a typical PEC. All the board computers and the RTS are 
connected to one another through a LAN using network switches. The RTS could not directly 
connect with ethernet, so it interfaces with the network through an FPGA. 
 With this testbed, a microgrid communications architecture was tested. This architecture, 
called Future Renewable Electric Energy Delivery and Management (FREEDM), has extensive 
data communication. Some loads and lines have controls, and the generation is typically 
renewable. This smart grid setup uses a broker that coordinates the smart grid processes of group 









FIGURE 2.19: TESTBED SETUP PRESENTED IN [42] SHOWING THE NETWORKED 


















 The real data communication was able to be observed with this testbed. Real 
communication obstacles, such as time delay and dropped packets, were able to be incorporated 
into the smart grid simulation, allowing it to operate closer to the actual smart grid operation. 
With this testbed, the command delays between the broker and devices were observed. These 
communication challenges gave insight into the target power values not converging as fast as 
expected. Future smart grid control developments will be able to account for communication 
specifications.    
2.4 Chapter Summary 
 In this chapter, the environment of PES communication was explored. Different 
standards and implementation of advanced, high interoperability ESSs were discussed. Standards 
for PES intersystem communication, communication with the outside world, were overviewed. 
Furthermore, intrasystem communication was also reviewed. This included overviewing 
common network communication protocols. Last, previously built communication testbeds were 
reviewed. This further showcased how testing communication is important in PES and gave 












Chapter 3: PES Communication Testbed 
 To evaluate and characterize the different communication implementations in agent-
based PES, a platform to deploy code from a central controller, emulate the behavior of the PES, 
and evaluate the performance of the communications was developed. This platform must be able 
to closely replicate the communication environment of an agent-based PES. Furthermore, the 
measurement method must not interfere with the communication performance.  
 To accomplish this, a power electronics communication testbed was developed. This 
testbed is pictured in Figure 3.1. This testbed utilizes custom hardware and software that closely 
emulates the communication emulation of an agent-based PES and provides an isolated 
framework to characterize different communication protocols and schema. The hardware and 
software are specifically designed to interact with one another to emulate PES communication 
while collecting data. The hardware connections are shown in Figure 3.2. 
 To quantify the communication implementations, latency, error rate, and messages per 
second are determined. This allows for the comparison of a reliable communication protocol, 
such as TCP/IP, which is slower but ensures message data integrity, to a faster, but more 
unreliable communication protocol, like UDP, which does not ensure message data integrity. 
Furthermore, it allows for comparison of different communication standards over these 
protocols, such as Modbus over UDP verses a custom communication standard.  
3.1 Hardware 
 The hardware used in the power electronics communication testbed is listed below: 
• Raspberry Pi 3B (3) – Agent nodes 
• Raspberry Pi 3B (3) – DSP Simulator nodes 
• Raspberry Pi 3B (1) – MQTT Broker 
• Arduino Uno 
• Network Switch (2) 
• MacBook Pro running Ubuntu 16.04 (Control Computer) 
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The testbed uses three Raspberry Pi’s as agent nodes, labeled in Figure 3.2 as A,B, and C. 
These nodes interface with each other through the agent network, shown as the blue lines in 
Figure 3.2. They also individually interface with a DSP simulator node, labeled as D, E, and F in 
Figure 3.2,  through separate, isolated networks called the DSP networks, shown as the red lines 
in Figure 3.2. All Raspberry Pi’s in the testbed connect to the Control Computer through the 
control network, shown as the black lines in Figure 3.2. All the networks are physically isolated 
from one another, which allows for faster communication because the networks will not become 
saturated with traffic that is nonessential to the communication protocols, such as control 
commands or VNC access. 
Additional networking hardware was required to interface all the Raspberry Pi’s and 
Control Computer to one another. The Raspberry Pi 3B only has one onboard ethernet port, so to 
accommodate the two additional ethernet ports required, each Raspberry Pi used two USB-to-
ethernet adapters. For the agent and control networks, which have more than two devices, a 
network switch was needed to connect multiple devices to the network. 
 The power electronics communication testbed needed an effective and versatile way to 
measure network latency. Typically, this would require clock synchronization between the 
Raspberry Pi’s, and reading timestamps of when packets are sent and received. However, a 
simpler method was developed using the general-purpose input/output (GPIO) pins of the 
Raspberry Pi’s, shown in Figure 3.2 as the yellow lines. Each Raspberry Pi 3B has 40 pins, 28 of 
which are GPIO pins that can read or write HIGH or LOW states, with the HIGH state 
corresponding to 3.3V and the LOW state corresponding to 0V. These GPIO pins can be 
controlled with Python through the GPIO library. Incorporated into the communication code 
were commands to set a GPIO pin high on one Raspberry Pi when a packet was sent, and to set a 
GPIO pin high on the receiving Raspberry Pi when the message was received. The time 
difference in the pulses was measured with an Arduino and written to the Control Computer 
through serial communication, shown in Figure 3.2 as the green line. To verify the accuracy of 
the Arduino, a Yearpook ADS1013D oscilloscope was used.   
 Other hardware used in the testbed included a USB switch with a keyboard and mouse 




allow for implementing additional software designed outside the testbed software. The Raspberry 
Pi’s can be used as standard computers running this software and continue to interact with the 
rest of the system.  
3.2 Network Configuration 
 Utilizing Raspberry Pi’s for networking allows for flexible network implementation. 
Defining static IP addresses and adding multiple networks is easily done through simple startup 
commands. The Raspberry Pi 3B has a 10/100 Mbit/s ethernet port onboard [43]. As previously 
mentioned, the testbed uses three different network types for its communications: 
• Control Network 
• Agent Network 
• DSP Networks 
By separating these networks, the testbed closely emulates the network implementation of an 
agent-based PES and allows the different communications to be isolated from one another. This 
is achieved by using different numerical labeling on the different IP addresses, and using a 
netmask to ensure the different communication types cannot communicate with one another. 
There is also a physical separation, as the different networks do not share network switches. 
Each network has a defined static IP address, and the Raspberry Pi automatically adopts a 
naming convention of eth0, eth1, eth2, etc. for the detected available ethernet ports on the device. 
The network configuration is shown in Table 3.1.  
 The control network is responsible for facilitating tasks without interfering with the agent 
network or DSP network. These tasks include detecting connected Raspberry Pi’s, transferring 
files to the Raspberry Pi’s, executing Python scripts on the Raspberry Pi’s, and allowing for 
remote access to the Raspberry Pi’s. All these tasks are handled by this network because 
congestion is not a concern, since none of the tasks done over this network is quantified. 
 Detecting connected Raspberry Pi’s is done by pinging a range of IP addresses on the 
control network and saving the addresses that respond. These saved IP addresses are loaded into 
the testbed application as active connection points. This ensures that the testbed does not interact 












TABLE 3.1: THE NETWORKS’ CONFIGURATIONS [2] 
Network Raspberry Pi Name IP Address Netmask 
DSP Networks ‘eth0’ 192.168.53.X 255.255.255.0 
Control Network ‘eth1’ 192.168.0.X 255.255.255.0 












 The Networked File System (NFS) allows for files to be easily transferred between the 
different Raspberry Pi’s and the Control Computer. The Control Computer acts as the server 
hosting the files, and each Raspberry Pi is configured to be a client and given access to the 
Control Computer’s file system. By hosting the testbed files in a central location, they can be 
easily edited from the Control Computer, and each Raspberry Pi always is running the same 
version of each file.  
 The execution of Python scripts is done through secure shell (SSH) commands. SSH 
commands allow one computer to securely access another computer over an unsecure network 
and execute different commands. The testbed interface sends an SSH command to a Raspberry 
Pi, telling it which Python script to run, and which command line options need to be used. 
Scripts can be executed with both Python 2 and 3 and can be run with “super user” (sudo) 
permission. Having Python 2 capabilities allows for older, legacy code to still be executed 
through the testbed, however, development of new software in Python 2 is discouraged due to its 
lack of support from the Python Software Foundation. 
 The last task handled by the control network is Virtual Network Computing (VNC). This 
allows the user to remotely access a Raspberry Pi and debug code, access errors, or execute code 
outside the testbed system. By executing code over VNC through standard terminals, as opposed 
to executing code through the testbed interface, the terminal errors can be read and assessed. 
This also allows the file systems of the Raspberry Pi’s to be accessed and changed. 
3.3 Software 
 Software was written to handle the different communication protocols, and to coordinate 
the execution of the communication tests and data collection. The communication software 
emulates a certain component in an agent-based PES. The testbed interface controls the 
communication software and enables the user to quickly run communications tests and ensures 
the network setup of the testbed is running correctly. 
The language chosen to write this software was Python 3. This was chosen due to 
Python 3’s quick prototyping capabilities, versatile platform compatibility, and extensive library 




create a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for each piece of software, shown in Figure 3.3. It 
allows for quick implementation of GUI objects such as text entries, buttons, and menus. This 
user-friendly interface is paramount for quick and effective communication prototyping. 
 Three types of programs were written for this testbed. The first was the Communications 
Testbed Interface. This interface controls and coordinates the actions of all the Raspberry Pi’s 
through the control network. It also collects serial data from the Arduino. The second type of 
software written was DSP emulation software. These programs emulate the DSP side of the 
communication. They allow the user to quickly specify communication settings and schemas. 
For the scope of this thesis, two communication protocols had software written, Modbus and a 
custom UDP protocol. The last type of software written was the Agent interface. This software 
communicates with the DSP emulators, and publishes data to the message bus. For the scope of 
this thesis, MQTT was used as the message bus software. 
3.3.1 Testbed Interface 
 The testbed interface is responsible for configuring the hardware in the system, executing 
communication software, and collecting the measured data. A flow chart of its operation is 
shown in Figure 3.4. Upon startup, the Control Network is pinged to determine the active 
Raspberry Pi’s on the network. These active Raspberry Pi’s are loaded into the GUI. The user 
then assigns a role to each Raspberry Pi, such as agent, DSP emulator, or MQTT broker. Then 
for the agents and DSP emulators, a communication profile, which details the settings and 
schema to be used, is selected. The available profiles are stored in the NFS server directory on 
the Control Computer. The user can also specify whether to use the GUI. When the profiles have 
been set for each Raspberry Pi, the user tells the Testbed Interface to execute the files. The 
Testbed Interface then sends SSH commands to the Raspberry Pi’s, telling them which 
communication software and profile to use. The code is run on the Raspberry Pi through a virtual 
terminal program, called “LX Terminal.” By using a virtual terminal, the user can read the 
terminal outputs from the communication software by accessing the Raspberry Pi through VNC. 



















FIGURE 3.4: FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE TESTBED INTERFACE OPERATION 
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3.3.2 Communications Software 
 Software was written in Python to emulate the communication implementation of DSPs 
in PESs. These pieces of software allow the user to define a custom schema, define the protocol 
options, and run the communication implementations. By using Raspberry Pi’s to emulate the 
DSPs, communications compatibility can be quickly established without slow reprogramming of 
DSPs.  
The communication schemas and settings can be saved and opened as JSON files. Saving 
profiles is important for auto-launching the DSP communication emulation, as the user is not 
able to edit communication settings or schemas when the DSP emulator is auto-launched without 
a GUI. This allows the user to define a schema for testing and save it to the Control Computer 
NFS server. Then, the schema profile can be run for testing in conjunction with other PES 
components, and the profile can be characterized based on how it would operate in an 
agent-based PES. This data flow can be seen in Figure 3.5. The user can also interact with 
communications software through the terminal command line. The command line interface can 
be seen in Figure 3.6, where the help function is called, showing the user the program’s 
command line options. 
Due to the lower computational capabilities of a Raspberry Pi 3B compared to a standard 
desktop computer, the communication emulation needed to be structured in a computationally 
efficient manner. The main threat to faster computation is utilizing multiple Python threads and 
having inefficient data storage. In Python, threading allows multiple functions to be performed 
simultaneously, however, this slows down Python and results in slower communication. 
To ensure computational efficiency, a standardized data structure was incorporated for all 
communication software. Setting data, GUI objects, and communication functions were stored in 
the Main class, and schema data and GUI objects were each stored in their own Data class. A list 
of data objects was declared  in the main class, and the communication software can quickly 
cycle through the data for GUI display or sending and receiving of communication data. This 



















To have communications running and an interactive GUI, multiple threads must be used. 
To closely emulate actual PES communication, the communication programs are programed to 
run with or without the GUI being active, as the computational nodes on these systems would not 
be running GUIs. By doing this, the number of required threads in the communication software 
is reduced by one. The user can disable the GUI by using a command line argument to set a GUI 
flag to false. Since the program needs to run with or without a GUI, the data flow does not 
require the front-end GUI for storing values, and the terminal is used to show pertinent 
information.  
3.2.1.1 Modbus: 
 The first communications software written was for Modbus, shown in Figure 3.7. The 
Modbus program sets up a Modbus server on the DSP emulator. It can implement Modbus 
TCP/IP, Modbus RTU, and Modbus over UDP. To implement the Modbus communication, the 
python library PyModbus is used. This library allows for a Modbus server or client to be 
implemented through Python. It includes the necessary functions to read and write to Modbus 
registers, and can do so with coils (the binary Modbus data type), discrete inputs, input registers, 
and holding registers. Furthermore, this library includes a function to split 32-bit values into two 
16-bit values and read and write them to registers. The library can also re-encode and interpret 
the two 16-bit values as the original 32-bit value after it is written. This is necessary for 
communicating 32-bit values through Modbus, as a Modbus register can only hold 16 bits of 
data. 
 The GUI allows the user to select the type of Modbus communication. If TCP/IP or UDP 
is selected, then the user specifies the IP address and port for the Modbus server to use. Because 
the DSP emulator is configured to be a server, the IP address should be the Raspberry Pi’s DSP 
communication IP address (192.168.53.X). The standard port for Modbus communication is 502, 
however, other ports can be specified. Another option that can be chosen is the use of a protocol 
framer. In Modbus, a framer allows for the decoupling of transport and protocol. Therefore, the 






















 The user can specify the schema for the DSP emulator to use. For each Modbus register, 
an address and value need to be specified. A description of the register can also be added. The 
“Add Modbus Line” option adds a Modbus entry to the end of the list, and the “Delete Modbus 
Line” option deletes the last Modbus entry in the list. Specific lines can be deleted by using the 
“X” button.  
 After the schema and Modbus settings are input, the server can be connected. Connection 
of a PyModbus server requires super user permission. When connected, the user can either read 
or write new values to the registers. The user also has the option of “Constant Sequential 
Writing.” This option has the server cycle through and constantly write the values from the value 
entries to the Modbus registers.  
3.2.1.2 UDP 
The next communication software written was for a custom UDP protocol. This 
implementation prioritizes speed of communication and maximum number of messages per 
second. The length of the data for each UDP packet is 32 bits, giving the overall UDP packet a 
size of 64 bits. The data is broken down into 4 bytes. 
Type H is the high byte for categorization, and Type L is the low byte for categorization, 
as shown in Figure 3.8. These bytes are used to identify what information is being sent or 
received. The Type H categories are sub-divided into their communication direction flow, as 
shown in Table 3.2. The DSP sends the agent its status, measurements, and configuration. The 
agent sends the DSP its control commands, setpoints, and settings.  
Data H refers to the high data byte, and data L refers to the low data byte. This gives the 
data a length of 16-bits and can send integer values from 0 to 65535. This protocol uses one 
decimal place for precision, and it uses the leading bit as a sign bit. Therefore, this protocol can 
effectively transmit values from -3276.7 to +3276.7.  
 This communication protocol uses the socket library in python to communicate. This 
library can send encoded bits from one IP address to another through UDP. The socket library is 
a low-level networking library that can send bits over a network interface. This library has 
functions for both sending and receiving the network information, however, they must be 
















TABLE 3.2: CATEGORIES AND DATA DIRECTION OF THE CUSTOM UDP PROTOCOL 
Direction of message flow Value Description 
Information from the DSP to the Agent (Tx) 0x01 Status 
0x02 Measurements 
0x03 Configuration 
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For this implementation, two sockets are opened per node, one for sending and the other 
for receiving. Each socket has an IP address and port. The receiving IP address is the IP address 
of the node, and the sending IP address is the address of the node to which the data is being sent. 
By using two separate ports, the sending and receiving data does not interfere with one another. 
An example of the communication setup is shown in Figure 3.9. 
The GUI gives the user the option to configure the UDP communication protocol. This 
GUI is shown in Figure 3.10. The different IP addresses and ports can be entered. The buffer size 
can be specified. This refers to how many bits are processed at once by the socket receiving the 
data. The GUI also allows the user to specify which communications test to run.  
3.2.1.3 MQTT 
 The last piece of communications software developed for the communications testbed 
was the message board software, shown in Figure 3.11. The message board communication 
protocol selected was MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport). To implement MQTT 
communications, the Python library Eclipse Paho MQTT Python client library was used. This 
library allows users to publish and subscribe to different topics. 
  The MQTT Agent Controller allows the user to specify the client name, the broker IP 
address and port, and the quality of service (QOS) that the client is going to use. Furthermore, 
the user can specify the security settings for MQTT. This includes username/password 
authentication, and TSL/SSL security. If the user specifies these security measures, the necessary 
credentials can be entered. 
 For TSL/SSL security, a tool was developed to aid in the generation of the necessary 
security certifications. This tool is shown in Figure 3.12. This tool allows the user to enter all the 
required information and filenames for the generation of these security files. Once generated, 
these files can be used with the MQTT broker to enable secure MQTT communications.  
The user then specifies the MQTT schema. The communication settings are used to 
specified what type of message will be received, custom UDP, Modbus, or manual. The manual 
communication mode means that the user specifies what the values of the messages are, and 





 Raspberry Pi A Raspberry Pi D 
Sending IP Address 192.168.0.4 192.168.0.1 
Receiving IP Address 192.168.0.1 192.168.0.4 
Sending Port 5012 5013 
Receiving Port 5013 5012 







Figure 3.10: CUSTOM UDP PROTOCOL COMMUNICATIONS GUI 
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 When the MQTT communications is unsecure, the standard port to used is 1883. When 
the MQTT communications is secured, the standard port to use is 8883. This testbed uses the 
Eclipse Mosquitto MQTT broker to handle the MQTT configurations. It allows for the 
implementation of the secure MQTT communications and allows for certain topics to be hidden 
from specific usernames. This allows for an agent-based PES to limit access to certain data 
which components in the system do not require access to. 
3.4 Summary 
 In this chapter, the hardware and software of the power electronics communications 
testbed are overviewed. First presented is the hardware setup, which detailed the Raspberry Pis, 
Arduino, and connecting adapters needed to implement the testbed. As shown is how the testing 
methodology, specifically latency testing requiring a third-party device, motivated the hardware 
decisions. Furthermore, the network implementation of the testbed is presented. The motivation 
for the specific multi-network implementation is described, as it allowed for emulation of a PES 
communication, as well as enable interaction between the Control Computer and the Raspberry 
Pi nodes. Finally, the testbed communication emulators for the different communication 
protocols are overviewed. 
In the next chapter, the testbed will be utilized to characterize different PES 
communication protocols. Each protocol’s operation will be detailed. Then, different tests 
designed to quantify the protocol’s behavior will be run, and the results will be presented and 
described. The communication characterization will give insight to the strengths and limitations 









Chapter 4: PES Communications Testbed 
Experimental Results 
 For networked communication, the two important characteristics to quantify are message 
latency and throughput. Latency describes the speed at which data is transmitted. Throughput 
describes the amount of data that can be transmitted over a specified length of time. By 
quantifying these characteristics, the data flow of a PES can be determined. Understanding this 
data flow is paramount for determining the operation of these systems. 
 These communication characteristics are limited by two main factors: the network speed 
and the computational capacity of the computer nodes. The current testbed setup utilizes 
Raspberry Pi 3Bs as the computational nodes. These devices have Quad Core 1.2 GHz 
Broadcom BCM2837 64bit CPUs and 1 gigabyte of RAM and a 10/100 Mbit/s ethernet port 
onboard [43]. Certain actions, such as message encoding and decoding, are limited by the 
Raspberry Pi’s computational capacity. Other actions, such as sending and receiving the protocol 
messages, are limited by the network speed. 
4.1 Latency 
In a PES, it is important to know how quickly data can be sent from one device and 
accessed by another. Therefore, for the purpose of this communication testing, latency is defined 
as the time delay from the sending PES component being instructed to send a message to the 
receiving PES component having access to the data contained in the message. Due to the 
protocols having different relationships between the components, which affects the data flow of 
the messages, the process of testing latency for different protocols varies. The following sections 
defines the actions required for each protocol to encode, send, receive, and decode messages, and 
it presents a methodology to measure these different actions. 
4.1.1 Latency Measurement Methodology 
Measuring latency requires coordination between the different Raspberry Pi’s. Clock 




connection, and thus it introduces error due to a synchronization network’s latency. Therefore, a 
method of measuring latency was implemented that utilizes the Raspberry Pi’s general-purpose 
input/output (GPIO) pins. Using the RPI.GPIO library, GPIO pins were set high to indicate a 
message being sent or received, with the Arduino measuring the time delay between the pulses. 
To verify the accuracy of the Arduino, a Yeapook ADS1013D oscilloscope was used, shown in 
Figure 4.1. 
To validate this method of communication, the time delay of turning on and off the GPIO 
pins needed to be determined. This was done by writing a simple Python script that repeatedly 
cycled the pins on and off without any added time delay. This produced a square wave with a 
frequency of 241 kHz, with one full square wave cycle taking 4.14 µs, shown in Figure 4.2. This 
means that the computational time required by the Raspberry Pi 3B to either turn on or off the 
GPIO pin was approximately 2 µs. Since this was two orders of magnitude lower than the timing 
measurements, the turn on/off time was ignored during latency testing.  
For determining time delays internal to the Raspberry Pi, i.e. encoding and decoding, the 
python library “time” was used. This library can be used to determine the exact time a process 
takes in python, and has floating-point number accuracy. To find the time an action takes to 
execute, the time before the action takes place (time1) is saved. Then the time after the action is 
completed is finished is saved (time2). By substracting the “time1” from “time2,” the time it 
takes for the action to be completed can be determined.   
4.1.2 UDP Latency 
Figure 4.3 details the data flow of the custom UDP protocol. “Push button” refers to an 
action taken by a user or device that initializes the sending of a message. “Encode message” 
refers to the time it takes for the Type H, Type L, Data H, and Data L to be converted to bytes 
data type and sent using the Python socket library. The time this action takes is referred to as 
tencode. The time that the message takes to be sent and received over the network connection is the 










FIGURE 4.1: OSCILLOSCOPE SCREENSHOT SHOWING THE GPIO PULSES CORRESPONDING 
















FIGURE 4.2: WAVEFORM OF THE SIGNAL GENERATED BY THE RASPBERRY PI GPIO WHEN 



























     

















Last, in “Decode Message” the bytes are decoded into Type H, Type L, and the value by 
the receiving device. This is referred to as tdecode. The overall time that it takes the data to be sent 
from the sending device to the receiving device and accessed is tmessage. In this protocol, the times 
tencode and tdecode are subject to the computational capability of the node. The time tnetworklatency is 
subject to the network speed, which is 10 mbps for the Raspberry Pi 3B, and its resources. If the 
network is congested, latency times will be higher. 
4.1.3 Modbus Latency 
 Modbus is a client-server communication protocol; messages are asynchronous in their 
reading and writing between devices. In Modbus TCP/IP, the servers host the data, and the client 
must establish a connection to the servers to access and edit the data. This means that clients and 
servers can read and write data at different speeds. A server’s reading and writing actions are 
internal to the device, and a client’s reading and writing actions require network communication. 
To determine the time required to send a message from one device to another, referred to as 
tmessage, the reading and writing times,  tread and twrite, are added together for a theoretical minimal 
message time. However, it should be noted that due to the asynchronous nature of the server and 
client, the reading and writing actions are not coordinated, and therefore the actual message time 
would be longer based on how fast the data was changing and being written to the server, and on 
how often the client was polling the server. Figure 4.4 shows a diagram of the data flow of 
Modbus communication. “Modbus Device 1” and “Modbus Device 2” can refer to either the 
server or client. Regardless, the data will be stored on the server device. 
4.1.4 MQTT Latency 
 The final protocol tested is MQTT, which is a synchronous communication protocol: the 
data is published to the devices that are subscribed to the data’s topic as the data is published. 
The data flow is shown in Figure 4.5. Both the publish and subscribe action require 
communication through the network. Because the subscribed device is actively waiting for the 
data to be published, the tmessage value accuracy reflects the time is takes for a message to be 






FIGURE 4.4: DATA FLOW OF A CLIENT TO SERVER MESSAGE IN MODBUS 
 
 















































 Throughput is defined as the successful message rate of a communication protocol. For a 
message to be successful, it must be transmitted without error or being dropped. MQTT and 
Modbus have built in mechanisms to ensure that information is properly transmitted. For 
examples, MQTT allows the user to specify if the devices should check with one another that 
messages are received.  However, the custom UDP protocol does not ensure that data is received. 
A Raspberry Pi is capable of encoding sending messages faster than it is receiving and decoding. 
This means that the agent running the communication is responsible for ensuring data integrity.  
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡−𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡
                                 (4.1) 
 Since the purpose of the custom UDP protocol was to transmit data at a faster rate than 
Modbus, its throughput is compared to Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus over UDP. Furthermore, the 
throughput of MQTT is determined because it would limit the data flow between different agents 
in a multi-agent PES. 
4.3 UDP Custom Protocol Testing 
 The first test run on the UDP protocol was to determine its throughput. To do this, data 
was sent from one Raspberry Pi to another with different message rates, and the error rate was 
calculated. Since the application is required to ensure data integrity, it incorporated a delay 
between messages to adjust the message rate. This testing shows how fast the message rate can 
be while seeing 100% message transmission. 
To determine the error rate, comparing the number of messages sent is compared to the 
number of messages received, as shown in equation 4.1. The testing started at 300 messages per 
second, and went up to 9000 messages per second, which was the maximum message rate the 
Raspberry Pi could output. This was well short of the theoretical limit of 104167 
messages/second based on the 10 mbps networking used in the testbed.  The results of the 
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 The test showed that the custom UDP protocol had a 0% error rate up to 3325 messages 
per second. However, when the message rate was higher than 3325 messages per second, the 
error rate was seen to be above 0%. However, some iterations above 3325 messages per second 
still had a 0% error rate, up until approximately 7000 messages per second. Above this rate, a 0% 
error rate was rarely seen. Based on these results, the message rate was limited to 3000 messages 
per second, giving margin between the message rates with theoretical error rates higher than 0%. 
Next, the tencode, tnetworklatency, tdecode, and tmessage values were measured for the custom UDP 
protocol. Each test consists of 3000 messages. Due to the testing setup needing to be 
reconfigured to measure different values, four separate tests were required to measure the four 
separate values. The first test was overall message time, shown in Figure 4.7. The custom UDP 
protocol had an average message time of 522 µs. For the 3000-message sample below, it can be 
seen there is fluctuation in the message time. To determine the cause behind the fluctuations, 
further examination of the components that make up the message time, tencode, tnetworklatency, and 
tdecode will take place. 
The next test run was the encoding time, tencode. This is the time that the sending 
Raspberry Pi takes to encode the message value before it is sent over the network to the 
receiving Raspberry Pi. A test of 3000 messages is shown in Figure 4.8. Encoding time is 
entirely dependent on the computational capacity of the Raspberry Pi. The average time of 
encoding was 114 µs. A large majority of the samples measured were close to this average value. 
However, a small sample of the times were outliers. Due to the encoding time being almost 
entirely dependence on the computational capacity of the Raspberry Pi, these outliers can be 
attributed to the Raspberry Pi’s process variation. Other processes are constantly running in the 
background of the Raspberry Pi, using computational resources.  
After the encoding test, the latency time, tnetworklatency, test was run. This test shows how 
fast the UDP packets are transferred from the sending Raspberry Pi to the receiving Raspberry 
Pi. A test of 3000 messages is shown in Figure 4.9. The average latency time for the UDP packet 
was 306 µs. Most latency samples measured were close to this average time, however, 
significant outlying values were also measured. Latency variation for the UDP packets was 






































































































The last custom UDP protocol timing test run was the decoding time, tdecode. This test 
shows how fast the UDP packets are decoded by the receiving Raspberry Pi. A test of 3000 
messages is shown in Figure 4.10. While Figure 4.10 does not show any extreme outliers in 
decoding time, the 9000-message test shown in Figure 4.11 did show some outlying values. The 
encoding and decoding average times were close to one another, with average times of 114 µs 
and 102 µs, respectively. This is excepted, as both processes are dependent on the Raspberry Pi’s 
available computational capacity and are functionally the inverse of one another. 
All the timing tests exhibited similar behavior with most samples being close to the 
average value. However, in each test, there were multiple values that were much higher than the 
average value. This behavior can be observed in Figure 4.11. In this figure, each time 
measurement is measured 9000 times. Of the individual timing values (tencode, tnetworklatency, tdecode), 
the encoding time diverged the least from its average value, and the latency time diverged the 
most. This overall divergence from the average time is culminated in the message time. By 
slowing down the message rate, the receiving Raspberry Pi has time to process all the messages, 
even the one with a much higher message time. However, as the message rate increases, the 
receiving Raspberry Pi no longer as time to process a message before another arrives. This 
causes packets to be dropped, and the error rate to rise above 0%. 
The average measured times are shown in Table 4.1. These average values are from 9000 
timing samples. Based on the measured values, the limiting factors of the maximum message rate 
and maximum message rate with 0% error rate can be determined. . The maximum message rate 







 =  8772 𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑                                 (4.2) 
 
















FIGURE 4.10: RASPBERRY PI DECODING TIME FOR THE CUSTOM UDP PROTOCOL 
 































  TABLE 4.1: MEASURED AVERAGE TIMES FOR THE CUSTOM UDP PROTOCOL [2] 
tencode 114 µs 
tlatency 306 µs 
tdecode 102 µs 





The 8772 message per second rate corresponds with the maximum messages per second 
seen in the error rate test. The 3268 messages per second corresponds to the 3325 messages per 
second that was determined to be the maximum message rate without errors. The network can 
only send packets fast enough to support this message rate. With faster message rates, packets 
must be dropped. Therefore, this setup’s largest limiting factor for throughput is the Raspberry 
Pi’s network capability (which is limited by the ethernet port on the Raspberry Pi).  
4.4 Modbus Testing 
 The timing test for Modbus consists of finding tread and twrite for both the client and the 
server. The two Modbus protocols tested were Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus over UDP. Figure 
4.12 shows the Modbus TCP/IP register reading times of a Modbus client over 3000 messages. 
The times were constantly in the 3000 µs to 5000 µs range, with the average time being 3608 µs. 
However, some outliers were observed at the beginning of the test.  
 The time required to read Modbus registers from the client is determined by both the 
available computational capacity of the Raspberry Pi and the network speed. In the previous test, 
reading times were higher during the beginning of the test. This was believed to be partially 
caused by the TCP slow start, which is a congestion control technique that involves sending less 
data at first, then increasing data amount of data as the receiver acknowledges the data is 
received.   
Furthermore, due to Modbus reading and writing times being dependent on the Raspberry 
Pi’s available computational resources, the CPU utilization was measured during an additional 
Modbus client reading test. From the results shown in Figure 4.13, during the start of the 
communication test, the CPU usage increases, which contributes to the lower reading times. 
For PES, this slight rise in reading times would only come into effect during the startup 
of the system. After startup, a PES is expected to be operational for hours. This slight increase in 
reading times only lasts milliseconds. For the remaining timing tests, this increase will be noted, 







































































Figure 4.14 shows the Modbus TCP/IP register writing times of a Modbus client over a 
test of 3000 messages. As previously seen with the reading times, the writing times were 
constantly in the 3000 µs to 5000 µs range with some outliers observed, an average time of 3481 
µs. The beginning outliers can be attributed to the startup CPU usage. Other outliers appeared 
infrequency throughout the test. Modbus writing time is subject to both CPU usage and network 
speed. Due to the use of TCP/IP, which prioritizes data integrity, and incorporates error checking 
and correction, random spikes in network timing tests can be expected when it is in use, as the 
error checking and correction provision could be taking place. 
Figure 4.15 shows the Modbus TCP/IP register writing times of a Modbus server over 
3000 messages. These reading times were much faster than the client reading times, with most 
values approximately around the average value of 47 µs. However, there were many outliers 
from this average. A Modbus server reading registers is completely dependent on computational 
capacity, as the values are stored on the server. The startup CPU usage affected the beginning of 
the reading time test. The random spikes seen in the server reading times will affect the overall 
message time in a PES.  
Figure 4.16 shows the Modbus TCP/IP register writing times of a Modbus server over 
3000 messages. The server writing times had an average of 528 µs, but there were many outliers 
from this average. These server writing times also were not as consistent as the reading times, 
presenting many more spikes in time across the test. These spikes increased greatly after 1500 
messages. Since Modbus server writing times are dependent on the computational resources, not 
the network resources, these spikes can be attributed to the Raspberry Pi’s resources being 
utilized. If minimizing message time is a goal for a specific PES design, Modbus is not an 
appropriate protocol to utilize in said design. 
The timing data for Modbus TCP/IP is presented in Figure 4.17. From the figure, the 
server reading and writing times are substantially lower than the client reading and writing times. 
This is to be expected, as the data is stored on the server, and the client must communicate over 
the network to read or write registers. Furthermore, the spikes from the client reading, client 




















































































































The next tests were with Modbus over UDP. The same timing tests, client’s and server’s 
reading and writing times were run. The Modbus over UDP client reading times are shown in 
Figure 4.18. The values were typically between 4000 µs to 6000 µs, the average time being 4713 
µs. Outliers were observed. As was Modbus TCP/IP, a Modbus over UDP client’s reading time 
is affected by both computational resources and network speed. Also, as previously stated, UDP 
is subject to latency variation. Therefore, these outliers are expected.  
Figure 4.19 shows the Modbus over UDP register writing times of a Modbus client over a 
test of 3000 messages. As previously seen with the reading times, the writing times were 
constantly in the 4000 µs to 6000 µs range. This test shows many outliers, including groups of 
messages all with higher writing times. The average time was 4607 µs. This action is affected by 
both computational resources and network speed. Therefore, similar to reading times, these 
outliers are expected. 
Figure 4.20 shows the Modbus over UDP register writing times of a Modbus server over 
a test of 3000 messages. Again, as seen with Modbus TCP/IP, the server reading times were 
much faster than the client reading times, with most values approximately around the average 
value of 47 µs. Some outliers were observed, with all outliers being less than 400 µs. The 
beginning messages taking longer is the same behavior observed with Modbus TCP/IP and is due 
to more computational resources being used during the start of the test. 
Figure 4.21 shows the Modbus over UDP register writing times of a Modbus server over 
a test of 3000 messages. The server writing times had an average of 575 µs. As also seen in the 
server writing times of Modbus TCP/IP, there were many outliers from this average. These 
Modbus server writing times are dependent on the computational resources, not network speed, 
As previously found with the Modbus TCP/IP times, if minimizing message time is a goal for a 
PES design, Modbus over UDP is not an ideal protocol to utilize. 
All of the timing data for Modbus over UDP is presented in Figure 4.22. The server 
reading and writing times are substantially lower than the client reading and writing times, which 
was the same trend observed with Modbus TCP/IP. This is to be expected, as the data is stored 























































































































































Furthermore, the spikes from the client reading, client writing, and server writing times 
are observed. The client’s reading and writing times had similar average times, and a similar 
distribution of outlying, higher latency times. For the server, the read times had no notable 
outliers, compared to the server’s write times, which had a notable number of outliers. Due to the 
client and server outliers, using Modbus over UDP for a low-latency dependent PES would not 
be recommended. 
Table 4.2 shows the average reading and writing times for the client and server for both 
Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus over UDP. Modbus TCP/IP showed faster times than Modbus over 
UDP for every timing metric except for the server reading speed, where both protocols, averaged 
47 µs.  
Next, the throughput for the Modbus protocols needed to be determined. To find the 
throughput of Modbus, the amount of times per second that both the server and client could read 
and write a register needed to be determined. The lowest read/write value of the server or client 
limits the throughput of Modbus. 
 Figure 4.23 shows how many times a single Modbus client could be polled in one second 
for both Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus over UDP. From the figure, Modbus TCP/IP has a faster 
reading and writing. Modbus TCP/IP averaged 384 messages per second for reading and 391 
messages per second for writing, while Modbus over UDP averaged 272 messages per second 
for reading and 275 messages per second for writing.  
Next, the server reading and writing rates were determined. These values are shown in 
Figure 4.24. The server reading and writing message rates were much greater than the client 
reading and writing message rates due to the server hosting the data, and therefore no network 
communication is required for the server to read or write values. The Modbus TCP/IP server had 
an average of 26543 messages per second for reading and 25258 messages per second for 
writing, while the Modbus over UDP server had an average of 26872 messages per second for 
reading and 25109 messages per second for writing. Due to the server values being much higher 
than the client values, the throughput of Modbus is limited by the client’s reading and writing 
rates. All Modbus timing averages are shown in Table 4.3. The theoretical minimum latency 





TABLE 4.2: MODBUS AVERAGE TIMES TAKEN OVER 9000 MESSAGES 
 TCP/IP UDP 
Device Server Client Server Client 
tread 47 µs 3608 µs 47 µs  4713 µs 
twrite 528 µs 3481 µs 575 µs 4607 µs 




FIGURE 4.23: MODBUS CLIENT’S MAXIMUM REGISTERS READ IN ONE SECOND OVER 






FIGURE 4.24: MODBUS CLIENT’S MAXIMUM REGISTERS WRITTEN TO IN ONE SECOND OVER 




  TABLE 4.3: MODBUS AVERAGE READING AND WRITING MESSAGES PER SECOND OVER 
9000 MESSAGES 
 TCP/IP UDP 























TABLE 4.4: MODBUS AVERAGE MESSAGE TIMES TAKEN OVER 9000 MESSAGES 
 TCP/IP UDP 
Data Flow 
Direction 
Server → Client Client → Server Server → Client Client → Server 
tmessage 4136 µs 3528 µs 5288 µs  4654 µs 







  TABLE 4.5: MAXIMUM MODBUS THROUGHPUT BASED ON DATA FLOW DIRECTION AND 
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
 TCP/IP UDP 
Data Flow 
Direction 

















4.5 MQTT Testing 
 The last protocol examined in this chapter is MQTT. This message bus communication 
protocol has three levels of quality of service and security that gives nine different 
implementations to examine. Therefore, for each latency and throughput, nine different tests 
were run to quantify these characteristics of the protocol. The security measures that can be 
implemented within MQTT are username/password authentication and TSL encryption. MQTT 
can also have no security implemented.  
 The first tests run were MQTT latency with no security. These tests were run with a 1000 
message sample, with the QOS being set to 0, 1, or 2. Figure 4.25 shows the latency times of the 
1000 message test with no security and a QOS of 0. The average latency test observed was 3542 
µs. 
Figure 4.26 shows the latency times of the 1000 message test with no security and a QOS 
of 1. The average latency test observed was 3597 µs. This average was close to the latency 
measured with no security. This was expected, as the username/password security measure does 
not affect the data being communicated over the protocol. 
Figure 4.27 shows the message times of the 1000 message test with no security and a 
QOS of 2. The average message time observed was 5788 µs. This average was higher than that 
of QOS 0 and QOS 1. This higher message time is due to the protocol verifying that the data is 
transmitted between the publishing and subscribed device, which is a quality of QOS 2. 
The next tests run were with the MQTT username/password security. This security 
measure prevents a device from connecting to the MQTT broker without credentials, however, 
the messages are not protected once the broker is accessed. Figure 4.28 shows the latency times 
of 1000 messages with username/password security and a QOS of 0. The average message time 
was 3459 µs, which was very close to the average message time of MQTT with no security.  
Figure 4.29 shows the latency times of the 1000 message test with username/password 
security and a QOS of 1. The average latency test observed was 3566 µs. Again, this average 








   




























   





















































































































Figure 4.30 shows the latency times of the 1000 message test with username/password 
security and a QOS of 2. The average latency test observed was 5974 µs. Again, this average 
value was close to the no security message time average value. This test shows the message time 
remaining close to the average message time but had some extreme outliers that were an order of 
magnitude larger than the average value.  
The last MQTT security implementation tested was TSL encryption. This security is 
important, as it encrypts the data before it is communicated across the network. Only devices 
with the correct security key can decrypt the data and read the message. Therefore, due to the 
time required to encrypt and decrypt the data, the message times are expected to be longer than 
the previous security implementation.  
Figure 4.31 shows the message times with TSL security and a QOS of 0. The average 
message time was 3653µs. While this is higher than the previous average message time 
observed, this increase in message time is not substantial. 
Figure 4.32 shows the message times of with TSL security and a QOS of 1. The average 
message time was 3764 µs. Again, the increase in message time is not substantial as compared to 
the other security implementations. An outlier around 25000 µs was observed, but most of the 
message time samples were close to the average message time. 
Figure 4.33 shows the message times of TSL security with a QOS of 2. The average 
message time was 6410 µs. This message time was notably higher than previous MQTT message 
times with a QOS of 2 and other security implementations.  
Figure 4.34 compares all the message times across the different MQTT security 
implementations and QOS levels. For this figure, each category has 9000 samples. From the 
figure, it can be noted that having a QOS of 2 affects the message time the greatest. Overall, the 
security implementation did not have a large effect on the MQTT message time. 
 The next test run with MQTT was throughput. For this test, it was measured how many 
times a message could be received from the publishing device in one second. For each MQTT 
security and QOS implementation, a test for one second was run 100 times. The results are 































































































































Figure 4.34: COMPARISON OF MQTT MESSAGE LATENCY ACROSS DIFFERENT SECURITY 













FIGURE 4.35: COMPARISON OF MQTT THROUGHPUT ACROSS DIFFERENT SECURITY 
















  TABLE 4.6: AVERAGE LATENCY AND THROUGHPUT FOR DIFFERENT MQTT QOS LEVELS 
AND SECURITY IMPLEMENTATIONS 
 No Security Username/Password TSL/SSL 


































 Username/password security had little to no effect on MQTT’s throughput, as it can be 
seen that the average values, are very close to one another. As previously mentioned, 
username/password security does not affect the communication traffic between devices, so it was 
expected that throughput would not change between these no security and username/password 
security. TSL security, however, greatly affected the throughput. For QOS 0, the average 
throughput dropped by 47% from no security to TSL security. For QOS 1, the throughput 
dropped by 53%, and for QOS 2, it dropped by 66%.  
Further examination also shows that QOS 0 has the highest throughput, while QOS 1 has 
a lower throughput, and QOS 2 has the lowest. These are expected results, as QOS 1 requires 
delivery to be acknowledged by the broker, and QOS 2 requires delivery to be acknowledged by 
the broker as well as resends the messages if delivery is not acknowledged. 
  Changing the MQTT implementation causes a much greater change in throughput than it 
did in latency. The average variation on throughput observed with the changes in MQTT 
implementation was much larger than with latency. This impacts PES communication, as all data 
must travel through the message bus. When multiple subsystems are connected to the message 
bus and trying to communicate, the throughput will be greatly limited if TSL security and QOS 2 
are implemented. Guaranteed, secure communication comes at the expense of throughput. 
4.6 Plug-and-Play Considerations 
When designing the custom UDP protocol, one important feature was “plug-and-play” 
functionality between devices. Any PES device, such as an inverter or DC-DC converter, that is 
compatible with this protocol can be connected to an agent and begin operation with no other 
setup. For a plug-and-play protocol to have maximum effectiveness, different versions should be 
forward and backwards compatible with one another. For example, if a power converter is a 
completed product with the “1.0” version of a plug-and-play protocol, it should be fully 







As the versions of a plug-and-play standard progress, additional values are added to be 
schema. These allow the functionally of the standard to expand. These functionalities could be 
features like control modes, measurements, etc. However, while older devices with an older 
standard version may not be able to take advantage of these new features, this newer standard 
should still be compatible with the older versions such that older versions would continue to 
operate.  
Updated standards will still categorize data, and new values could be incorporated all 
throughout the updated schema. A consequence of this is the need to read values individually. 
The custom UDP protocol handles this by sending single messages, and receiver identifies the 
data by its “Type High” and “Type Low” values. If the receiver does not have a data designation 
for the “Type High” and “Type Low” values it receives, the data is simply ignored. Furthermore, 
this allows for the schema of the custom UDP protocol to not be organized in a sequential 
manner.  
Because of this property of plug-and-play communication protocols, the Modbus 
registers were polled individually. However, Modbus has the capability to read multiple registers 
at once. By polling multiple registers, the throughput of the protocol is increased. Future work 
with plug-and-play protocols may transition to using Modbus polling multiple registers to 
increase throughput. Therefore, a determination is needed for how fast registers must be polled to 
have a higher throughput than the custom UDP protocol. Figure 4.37 shows the average time to 
poll multiple registers at once in Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus over UDP. For each number of 
registers read, the test was repeated 1000 times, and then the values averaged. Figure 4.38 
compared the Modbus multiple register reading speed with the message rate of the custom UDP 
protocol. For Modbus TCP/IP, five registers could be polled in the same time that the custom 
UDP protocol sends five messages. This is the “breakeven point” for throughput between the 
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FIGURE 4.37: READING MULTIPLE REGISTERS AT ONCE WITH A MODBUS CLIENT 
















Modbus Reading Multiple Registers Comparison to UDP






4.7 Chapter Summary 
The results presented in this chapter show the latency and throughput of three 
communication protocols utilized in PES. It demonstrated the superior speed and throughput of 
the custom UDP protocol in comparison to the established, industry stand protocol of Modbus. 
Furthermore, it shows the latency and throughput of MQTT with different QOS levels and 
security measures. These higher QOS levels and security measures resulted in slightly slower 
latencies. However, they had a large impact on the throughput of MQTT. This is important to 
consider, as all messages in an agent-based PES are subject to the throughput of the message bus 
software. 
Furthermore, plug-and-play considerations were given to the communication protocols. 
The need to individually poll messages was explained. Consideration to Modbus’s capability to 
poll multiple registers was explored. The breakeven point for Modbus’s throughput to surpass 
















Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 
5.1 Conclusion 
 As the power grid continues to adopt increasingly modern power electronic technologies, 
exploring and understanding their behavior and operation is increasingly more important. An 
example of this modern power electronic technology is the agent-based PES, which relies on the 
decentralized control of multiple “agents” in a controlled environment. Therefore, a testbed was 
created to emulate this controlled environment and allow for the development, testing, and 
characterization of PES intrasystem communication. This testbed consists or multiple Raspberry 
Pi computers networked together, with a central controller that provides for communication code 
to be executed and data to collected about the behavior of the communication. 
The previous chapter demonstrates how different communication protocols greatly vary 
in their operation inside a PES. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to properly quantify the 
characteristics of the communication protocol if it is incorporated in a PES. The tests performed 
measured latency and throughput of these communication protocols. For DSP to agent 
communication, it was demonstrated how the custom UDP protocol outperformed Modbus 
TCP/IP and Modbus over UDP in terms of latency and throughput. The custom UDP protocol 
was able to reach a message rate of 3000 messages per second, which was a large improvement 
over the Modbus TCP/IP rate of 384 messages per second or the Modbus over UDP rate of 272 
messages per second when reading messages individually. Furthermore, the latency of the 
custom UDP protocol was found to be faster than that of Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus over 
UDP. By using the custom UDP protocol, data can be communicated faster and in greater 
volumes than with Modbus.  
 Furthermore, the message bus protocol MQTT was fully quantified by finding the latency 
and throughput with different QOS levels and security measures. It was found that QOS levels 0 
and 1 do not have a meaningful difference in latency, while a QOS level 2 was found to raise the 
latency time. It was also found that a QOS level of 2 caused a small percentage of messages to 




design than message speed, QOS 2 should be used. If message speed is a higher priority, QOS 1 
should be used.  
Also demonstrated was the different security measures available with MQTT. The 
username/password security measure did not have a notable impact on latency or throughput as 
compared to the MQTT implementation with no security. This is due to be fact that 
username/password security restricts what MQTT clients can connect to the broker; it does not 
alter the MQTT message’s network traffic. However, TSL/SSL security encrypts and decrypts 
the messages, and therefore latency times were higher, and throughput was lower. The increase 
in latency times was not significant, except when QOS 2 was used. QOS 2 with TSL security 
increased the latency by approximately 1000 µs, which could impact PES operation.  
The throughput of MQTT is an important consideration due to all agent-based PES 
communication being facilitated through it. As messages are published, they are queued in a 
“first in, first out” manner. Therefore, if messages are being published at a faster rate than the 
MQTT implementation’s throughput, messages will take longer to send and run the risk of being 
dropped. Therefore, the message rates of all agents need to be considered to avoid a message 
backlog on the broker. 
The last subject covered was plug-and-play considerations in PES. This section covered 
why individual message polling was used in testing, as it allows for multiple versions of plug-
and-play schemas to be compatible with one another. However, considerations for multiple 
register were discussed, and the time required to poll multiple registers in Modbus TCP/IP and 
Modbus over UDP were found. This opens Modbus to being used in future plug-and-play 
communication implementations, as the potential to have a higher message throughput when 
multiple registers are read at once is available. 
5.2 Future Work 
 In this thesis, the Raspberry Pi 3B was utilized. It is recommended in the future to repeats 
these tests on a Raspberry Pi 4, which has superior computational capabilities. Other future work 
recommended includes testing additional communication protocols, such as Zero Message 




as TCP/IP TSL/SSL security. It is recommended to implement this secure UDP transport layer 
with the custom UDP protocol to test secure DSP to Agent communication. Further 
recommendations include a greater bit size on the custom UDP protocol to increase data 
resolution. While this should have the effect of lowering the throughput, this would be allowable 
as it could match with the throughput of MQTT and allow for more data transfer.  
Further communications research for PES systems involves examining different 
communication mediums. Legacy communication protocols, such as RS-232, could be used as 
an alternate to ethernet based communication. Also, wireless communication could be 
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